
Price /  
index

Week % 
change

Annual % 
change 

FTSE 100 7,344.92 -0.31 -1.94 
FTSE 250 20,169.40 -0.13 -2.04 

Nikkei 22,079.09 0.41 -7.50 
CSI 300 3,935.65 -0.92 15.40 
S&P 500 2,992.07 -0.51 2.13 
Nasdaq 8,117.67 -0.72 1.64 
CAC 40 5,690.78 0.62 3.58 

Dax 12,468.01 -0.00 0.30 
$ per £ 1.2488 0.23 -4.43 
€ per £ 1.1350 0.87 1.97 

Gold £/oz 1,215.82 2.11 32.79 

Brent Oil 64.28 6.74 -18.43 
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Friday to Friday

UK property and construction 
•  Pollution Estate agents have been encouraged to provide air pollution figures 

to home buyers. This could have an impact on prices and where new homes are 
built. 

•  UK House prices fell 0.2% month-on-month in September 2019. It is the first-
time prices have fallen rather than risen in September since 2010, according to 
Rightmove.

Things to look out for
•  The UK Supreme Court is expected to 

announce their decision on proroguing 
today 

•  Euro area, French and German PMI will 
be announced this week. 

•  US Federal Reserve policymakers will 
speak following last week’s interest rate 
cuts. 

•  European Central Bank’s Mario Draghi 
will testify at the European Parliament 
amid talk of risks of a new taper 
tantrum.

Issues of the week
Last week’s drone attacks on Saudi 
Arabia’s oil facilities shook the markets 
but reassurances from the country helped 
tone the price of oil, however concern 
remains over military presence in the area. 

Significant worries over poor economic 
data on consumer spending, inflation 
rates and manufacturing output, both at 
home and abroad. 

UK economy  
•  UK inflation was 1.7% in August, down from 2.1% in July, below the Bank of 

England’s growth target of 2%. It is the weakest level since December 2016. 
•  The Bank of England kept interest rates on hold at 0.75%, and estimated the 

economy will expand 0.2% in Q3 2019 therefore avoiding a technical recession. 
The Bank said that interest rates could move if the UK left the EU without a 
deal. 

•  Consumer spending Credit and charge cards accounted for 22% of sales last 
year outstripping cash payments for the first time, British Retail Consortium 
announced. The organisation argued that rising costs faced by retailers to 
process card payments could push up prices. 

•  Banks have moved around 1,000 posts to rival hubs in the EU since the 
referendum in June 2016, according to EY. Their survey said that firms could 
relocate 7,000 jobs in the near term. 

•  Northern Ireland Backstop A leaked document revealed Boris Johnson’s plans 
of an estimated £15bn bridge from Scotland to Northern Ireland as a possible 
solution to the problem of the “Irish backstop”. 

•  UK Energy Fourteen energy firms have collapsed since January 2018 as high 
wholesale prices and price caps squeeze producers and it is expected nine 
more suppliers to go the same way in the next 12 months. 

Global news 
•  The OECD, in its latest outlook, cut their world growth forecast further to 

2.4% and 2.0% from 2.8% and 2.3% for this year and next. It has said the global 
economy risked entering a new, long-lasting low-growth phase.

•  The U.S. Federal Reserve cut the interest rate by 25 basis points. The New York 
Fed provided $35bn in short-term funding for markets, a move last seen in 
2008. 

•  Indian car manufacturing fell 41% year-on-year in August, the fifth month of 
double-digit contractions. This is significant as cars account for an estimated 
7.1% of India’s GDP and 49% of its manufacturing GDP, according to a 2015 
study. It is also a main source of employment in an economy with a chronic job 
shortage. 

•  Solomon Islands government switched its diplomatic alliance from Taiwan to 
China, leaving Taiwan with diplomatic relations with only 16 countries. 

•  Autonomous cars Shanghai is the first city in China to allow test vehicles to 
carry passengers. If no accidents on complex sites occur, then permits will be 
granted for autonomous cars. 
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  The markets  
•  WeWork decided to postpone their IPO as investors are questioning the 

business model and the sustainability (long term debt on buildings let out to 
short-term tenants) of the organisation. 

•  The Brent Oil market suffered the biggest one-day rise in at least 30 years, 
prices rose to over $70 a barrel. Analysts have argued that markets must start 
to price a bigger risk premium into oil. 

Retailers
•  Aldi announced it’s stepping up its store opening programme with a focus within 

the M25. The target is to expand the existing 840 stores network to 1,200 stores 
by 2025. Within the M25, it is wished to have 100 stores from the 45 existing 
ones. 

•  John Lewis unveiled its first-ever half-year loss, driven by homewares and 
electrical goods. Higher costs have also impacted the stores’ performance. The 
brand made a pre-tax loss of £25.9m in the six months to 27 July after making 
a profit of £800,000 in the same period in 2018. The brand is planning to 
restructure the business. 

•  Debenhams A High Court rejected a legal challenge against Debenham’s CVA 
which means the department store can now continue with closing down 22 
stores by January 2020. 
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